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I have always had a great interest in human behaviour and how we control our inner emotions 
and desires in our daily lives. But one thing that has especially interested me is the moments 
when we are most vulnerable. When we are vulnerable we are often more accessible to get 
hurt because we are open compared to when we have our guards up. Most people don't want 
to show if they are sad or hurt because we have been taught that this is a sign of weakness. 
But when we are vulnerable we are open and truthful towards ourselves and therefore show a 
side we usually never show to the world. We have so many social laws that we have to fulfill 
that the only time we can truly be ourselves is in the privacy of our own company in our 
home. 
We are left alone with our own thoughts we have brought with us from the outside world and 
within these four walls we feel and do whatever we want.
What I wanted to paint was pictures that most people would think were boring, mundane, 
embarrassing and some would describe them as melancholic. But these are the moments we 
are the most vulnerable in my opinion. The works all depict women but this was not the plan 
in the beginning but became the most obvious thing for me to do. 
What I got out of my friendship with women was an understanding that true strength was 
when you let yourself be sensitive. Sensitivity is often taken as the contrast of being strong but 
this I find very wrong. To be sensitive is to be open to receive and that makes you more 
compassionate, empathetic and understanding.
I had countless talks to my female friends and asked many personal questions about what they 
did when they were alone at home. I also share an apartment with two women in their late 20s 
and early 30s and I find myself often observing them and their behaviour and ask them ques-
tions. It was very important for me that these women could relate to the pictures and even 
name the pictures themselves so I was not pushing some of my own assumptions upon their 
private moments. 
This made me also start having conversations with people asking them questions like “What 
would you never let a person take a picture of you doing?” or “What is a private moment to 
you?” 
A word I chose to work with as an outline was “humble”. I didn't want these pictures to be big 
or provocative but rather emphasize on their privacy and vulnerability. By getting this effect I 
chose watercolors and a 2 dimensional style of painting. I used Japanese woodcut prints as 
colour inspirations because of their simplicity and frailty. I wanted the effect that the viewer 
was seeing something private and that this was something personal and something that was 
not meant to be on display but rather private drawings out of a sketchbook or a ripped page 
out of a diary. 
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The plan was to make as many paintings as possible and use my background in illustrational 
storytelling and film. I am educated as a film director and storytelling has always been a big 
part of my art. I wanted each picture to seem as if it was taken out of a constant so the 
viewer can make their own background story. The titles were important for the storytelling 
and understanding of the concept.
This is not meant to be a political feminist series nor an attempt to try to depict women how 
they really are. It should only be seen as an attempt to illustrate private moments of women 
in collaboration with women. I will never experience these kind of moments because I am 
biologically not a woman but this is what I find beautiful and intriguing. I emphasize with 
these moments and I try to imagine myself in these situations. And this is where I learn 
more about the opposite sex and humans in general.  

All the works together at the final show at Listasafn Reykjavík’s
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”Well, I think I would like my guy to be not smaller than this”

Aquarelle 2017

”Where do I go from here?”

Aquarelle 2017
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when we are most vulnerable. When we are vulnerable we are often more accessible to get 
hurt because we are open compared to when we have our guards up. Most people don't want 
to show if they are sad or hurt because we have been taught that this is a sign of weakness. 
But when we are vulnerable we are open and truthful towards ourselves and therefore show a 
side we usually never show to the world. We have so many social laws that we have to fulfill 
that the only time we can truly be ourselves is in the privacy of our own company in our 
home. 
We are left alone with our own thoughts we have brought with us from the outside world and 
within these four walls we feel and do whatever we want.
What I wanted to paint was pictures that most people would think were boring, mundane, 
embarrassing and some would describe them as melancholic. But these are the moments we 
are the most vulnerable in my opinion. The works all depict women but this was not the plan 
in the beginning but became the most obvious thing for me to do. 
What I got out of my friendship with women was an understanding that true strength was 
when you let yourself be sensitive. Sensitivity is often taken as the contrast of being strong but 
this I find very wrong. To be sensitive is to be open to receive and that makes you more 
compassionate, empathetic and understanding.
I had countless talks to my female friends and asked many personal questions about what they 
did when they were alone at home. I also share an apartment with two women in their late 20s 
and early 30s and I find myself often observing them and their behaviour and ask them ques-
tions. It was very important for me that these women could relate to the pictures and even 
name the pictures themselves so I was not pushing some of my own assumptions upon their 
private moments. 
This made me also start having conversations with people asking them questions like “What 
would you never let a person take a picture of you doing?” or “What is a private moment to 
you?” 
A word I chose to work with as an outline was “humble”. I didn't want these pictures to be big 
or provocative but rather emphasize on their privacy and vulnerability. By getting this effect I 
chose watercolors and a 2 dimensional style of painting. I used Japanese woodcut prints as 
colour inspirations because of their simplicity and frailty. I wanted the effect that the viewer 
was seeing something private and that this was something personal and something that was 
not meant to be on display but rather private drawings out of a sketchbook or a ripped page 
out of a diary. 

”Negative”

Aquarelle 2017

” Already supposed to be there”

Aquarelle 2017
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”One Night Stand”

Aquarelle 2017

”The Cry Release”

Aquarelle 2017
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Abstract 

 

The nationalistic Romantic Movement in art was in the 19th century but came later to the Nordic                 

countries. After World War II only the Faroe Islands kept on depicting its’ folklore, myths and                

ballades. This was clearly a reaction to continuously being dependent on the Kingdom of              

Denmark and thus underlining its’ own cultural heritage.  

Faroe Islands has only a 100-year-old art history. Because of that, artists have over the years                

tried to create a face for the country using Faroese folklore. Interpretations of works by Faroese                

artists depicting Faroese folklore are therefore of great interest in order to figure out what these                

art pieces contain and whether they can be recognised as national treasures themselves. 

In my own art I´m fascinated by Faroese folklore and the idea of creating a national treasure. As 

a part of my preparatory work I have analysed methods and techniques used in creating a piece                 

of work for allowing it to become a so-called national treasure.  

There is a downside to visual nationalism and it can be quite dangerous in terms of manipulation.                 

Some Faroese artists also criticize Faroese people in their artworks for their lack of cultural               

heritage. 

In conclusion, nationalistic art is important for small countries like Faroe Islands because of the               

feeling of belonging and identity it can create - manufactured or not. 
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Introduction 

 

With this thesis I’m going to explore and discuss art/illustrations of myth/legend/fairytale/            

folklore of one country and how it can become the face of a nation and a cornerstone of its visual                    

identity. What do these art pieces have to contain to become such an important piece of art for a                   

whole country that it almost becomes a national property? Is this a form of nationalism or                

romanticism, or are these pieces purely based on nostalgia from our childhood when our              

grandparents used to tell us stories while we were looking at the pictures? 

Art pieces that we identify to whole countries are often called “national treasures”, and in this                

case I’m going to look at illustrations and art pieces from Faroe Islands depicting Faroese               

folklore. What is “Faroese” and what does that mean? Why are these art pieces so important for                 

the country, and what elements do these “National treasures” contain. Who are these             

illustrations made for, and why are they important for one's cultural heritage? I will go through                

Faroese artists who have worked with Faroese folklore and analyze their work through a              

nationalistic perspective and relate their work to my own.  

A national treasure is often related to a country's identity, but a country like the Faroe Islands is                  

so young regarding art that it’s visual identity is either non existing or not very strong. And if                  

we’re still lacking one, what does it take to make one? 

I will also look at other Nordic artists who have been working with their own country´s folklore                 

and see what choices they have made to have a clear representation of their own culture.  

Finally I am going to look at my own work and discuss my own connection to this type of art and                     

why it’s important for me to illustrate myths, legends, fairytales and folklore.  
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The Movement of National Romanticism 

 

Faroe Islands is a very young country regarding art but has an old history. A country with not                  

more than 50.000 citizens Faroe Islands is still at part of Denmark, yet it has its own homerule,                  

history and language.  

Faroe Islands started their big independent movement in the end of the 19th century and from                

there Faroese culture has grown in art, literature, music and language. A similar movement arose               

in Iceland at the same time as Iceland at the time still was a part of Denmark. Other colonised                   

countries in the north like Norway and Finland had their movements a bit earlier. They all longed                 

for independence and to build their own voice and identity. 

In the rest of Europe the movement of national romanticism started earlier; in the late 18th                

century. Romantic nationalism grew, focusing on national heritage, myth and folklore, as well as              

a romantic notion that the past was more glorious and proud than the present. The word "folk"                 

meant the peoples and not only the elites. The movement of national romanticism in Europe               1

had several factors: Change of political structure, the end of absolute monarchies, the industrial              

revolution, the church had lost its dominance and a change in social classes gave the individual                

his own identity. It was a time of great enlightenment and new discoveries and this triggered a                 2

romantic notion of a simpler time with heroes, magic and elves.  

William Morris was an English artist and the pioneer of the Arts and Crafts movement in the mid                  

19th century. His trip to Iceland resulted in the translation of the Icelandic Sagas and it became                 

very influential to the whole movement. He illustrated and also wrote down a lot of the English                 

Folktales and in his style of painting he often used medieval, romantic folk styles and he was                 

often very heavily influenced by the traditional Nordic styles. In the rest of Europe similar               3

1 Reimund Kvideland. Nordic Folklore: Recent Study , ed. Henning K. Sehmsdorf (Indiana: University Press, 1980), 
p. 194. 
2 Paul Brians , “Romanticism,” Paul Brians homepage , last modified December 19, 1998, 
https://public.wsu.edu/~brians/hum_303/romanticism.html 
3 Fiona MacCarthy, “William Morris in Iceland” The Guardian , March 27, 2010. 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2010/mar/27/william-morris-iceland-ian-mcqueen 
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things were happening. People started to collect stories and myths from their own country.               4

These stories were written down that had only existed orally told by older people around the                

country and in some cases it was too late and they were lost in time.  

Earlier Greek and Roman mythology had been a popular motif for many artists, but in this period                 

a lot of artists started to paint and illustrate stories from their own country and closer to their                  

heart instead. This trend became an important tool for the colonised countries (Iceland, Finland,              5

Norway and Faroe Islands) in their independence movement.  

National romanticism bloomed in the beginning of the 20th century in the Nordic countries yet it                

continued in Iceland up to the 1940´s. In the Faroe Islands it's still a popular theme because it’s                  

still one of the last countries in Scandinavia without independence.  

Iceland and the Faroe Islands had a great deal of romantic national poetry and art produced in the                  

beginning of the 20th century celebrating it's old culture and nature. Both countries were ruled               

by Denmark and the feeling of independence and own identity was stronger than ever. These two                

country´s old customs and language became a big point of pride because Denmark banned              

Icelandic and Faroese people to speak their own language in church, parliament and schools.  

 

Nazis and Nordic Mythology  

 

After World War II very little was done with illustrating Nordic folklore and one can assume this                 

is due to how the Nazis took the Nordic mythology and used it as their own. Hitler was deeply                   

into the occult, which in the beginning of last century was very popular; especially among the                

upper class. The aristocracy had lost a great deal of their power after the World War I and they                   

felt threatened, and many thought that the answer to their prayers could come from the wise                

ancients and beyond. The legend of Atlantis was a very popular theme at the time. A story about                  

an advanced civilization that sank into the ocean many thousands years ago and only few               

4 “Nationalistic romantisme,” Romantisme,  accessed December 15, 2016, 
http://658046236438008177.weebly.com/romantic-nationalism.html 
5 Gary Kelly, “The Politics of Myth, History, and Literature in the Romantic Period”   Inter-university Centre for the 
Study of Romanticism(CISR ), December 14, 2011. 
http://www.lilec.it/romanticismo/the-politics-of-myth-history-and-literature-in-the-romantic-period/ 
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survived. This idea of a far superior distant past far beyond our own of a super race intrigued                  

Hitler and in his mind he thought the Nordic people where the most beautiful of all races and                  

therefore the Nordic race must have been descendants from the Atlantean race he called the               

Aryan. Hitler adapted the Nordic symbols and their visual identity to his own propaganda. There               6

were thousands of illustrations and pictures produced by the Nazis portraying Hitler as a leader               

of a Nordic super race using Nordic runes and Viking symbols. The SS officers all wore Nordic                 

symbols on their uniforms and one can think there is still a bitter association to these two and                  

therefore it has not been the most popular theme for many artists.  

 

Faroese Art Depicting Folklore/Myths/Ballads/Fairytales 

 

Compared to other Nordic countries, the Faroe Islands did not have much older work illustrating               

their own folktales, myths and ballads; it’s either just a fragment of a longer story or just a stamp                   

depicting one scene from a story or ballad. We have to consider that the oldest piece of art found                   7

in the Faroe Islands is from the early 18th hundreds of birds painted by a male servant on a                   

farm.  8

Faroese folk tales or ballads are very long and this might have been one of the reasons they have                   

just chosen fragments. Since the early 20th century, Faroese artists that have been illustrating              

folklore and ballads are to name a few William Heinesen, Anker Eli and Elinborg Lützen. But                

again these artists have only focused on one story or just one scene from a story. After looking at                   

works by other Nordic artists and seeing how they have depicted their folklore, I have noticed                

their way of representing their culture by using elements from their country´s history and other               

countries´ ancient culture. From their own country they use their nature and colours, traditional              

patterns and clothing styles. They often take inspirations from ancient cultures like the Egyptian,              

Japanese and so on as a reference to something familiar, great, glorified, mysterious and ancient.               

6  Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke. Black Sun:Aryan Cults, Esoteric Nazism, and the Politics of Identity  (New York: NYU Press, 
2001), p. 133. 
7 Kim Simonsen, “Frimærke og national identitet”, Posta , September 23, 2013, 
http://dk.stamps.fo/media/1040/posta-stamps-nr-17-dk.pdf 
8 Bárður Jákupsson, Myndlist í Føroyum  (Tórshavn: Sprotin, 2000), p. 8. 
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Almost as though to unconsciously give us an indication of that this was true history. Yet one has                  

to keep in mind that when these drawings and paintings were made they were very modern and                 

they had no other Nordic source of inspiration. If we look at the leading artists in the Nordic                  

countries regarding illustrations of folklore, John Bauer and Theodor Kittelsen, they both take             

great inspiration from Jugendstil (Art nouveau) that was very popular in the end of 19th century                

and beginning of the 20th.  

In the 19th and beginning of the 20th century there were a lot of discoveries made in the world of                    

archeology. The discovery of Troy, the grave of Tutankhamun, and further knowledge of Japan              

and China had a massive influence on the Western world of art and fashion. This increased the                 

romantic notion of a greater past. Though artists like Bauer and Kittelsen were very influenced               

by this style, their audience were not art critics or art collectors but children of their own country                  

and are therefore drawn in a particular manner. The subject of familiarization and nostalgia is a                

key word in these national romantic illustrations. Their countries colours and traditions were             

woven in somehow in these art pieces so the children could relate and recognize its surroundings.                

These stories were happening in their world.  

Though the ballads and stories have very strong tradition in the Faroe Islands and the ballads are                 

even still sung among the people, not much has been illustrated of these stories considering their                

strong influence on the culture. Faroese art is very young and therefor there is no particular                

traditional style of painting and there is no traditional or classical Faroese way of doing things                

except in knitting, dress and architecture.  

To be able to make a tradition you just have to repeat it often enough for it to become a tradition.                     

But this is a whole country so it's quite hard for one person to take upon such a task. First of all                      

you have to take something that is “the people” and in this case it is history/folklore/myth and                 

then create something relatable that all the people have a relationship to.  

A popular media that was used in the Nordic countries in the beginning of the last century was                  

woodcuts, oil painting, linocuts and lithography. The two-dimensional effect that many of these             

prints had a strong resemblance to Jugendstil (Art Nouveau/Jugendstil) which in turn was partly              

influenced by Japanese woodcuts. Even the painting style was quite two-dimensional with flat             

surfaces with no shadows or depths. In the Faroe Islands art supplies were not easy to get hold                  
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off and one can imagine that woodcuts became quite a popular art form because of their                

simplicity. Elinborg Lützen made all her woodcuts at home and printed them with only paper and                

a spoon. It was effective and less costly.  9

The woodcut style has put a mark on Faroese art. It is two-dimensional, very boxy and narrow                 

features. Because of the technique used when making lino prints the shapes are not thin or curly                 

and feminine compared to the Art nouveau elegance. William Heinesen and Anker Eli both              

worked with collages, also quite stiff, simple two dimensional and narrow shapes that again have               

become a trademark for Faroese art.  

 

William Heinesen and his work on Faroese Folklore 

 

In 1955 William Heinesen was commissioned to decorate the great hall of Tórshavnar             

Kommunuskúla (Tórshavn’s Public School ) which also was going to be used as a concert hall.               

He was the first artist in the Faroe Islands who ever got a commission of this size.  10

Heinesen decided to paint "Sjúðra Kvæði" (Sjúðrur's Ballad ), an old Faroese ballad about             

Sjúðrur who aimed to seek revenge on his father´s death. Sjúrður received a magical sword and a                 

strong horse to kill a big dragon. Because it is a ballad, the story line is linear and straightforward                   

and one can assume that Heinesen thought this would be perfect imagery for a hall of this sort of                   

design and size.  

We have to take into consideration that the piece is made for a children school. The audience is                  11

young children ánd the school is a place where you grow and learn. Why he chose to depict                  

something from Faroese folklore and why in this manner is quite obvious. From a very young                

age you have to be taught your cultural heritage and for children the best way to learn is through                   

pictures. Folktales and myths are often read to children as bedtime stories and therefore these               

9 Bárður Jákupsson, Elinborg Lutzen - Den sort-hvide mestere : (Sweden: Falth and Hassler, Nordatlantens Brygge, 
2010), p. 5. 
10 Bodil Kaalund, William Heinesen som billedkunstner:  (Denmark: Lemvig Bogtrykkeri, 2001), p. 98.  
11 Bárður Jákupsson, William Heinesen : (Tórshavn: Sprotin, 2015), p. 144. 
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illustrations have a very strong sense of nostalgia and personal identity related to them. They               

have often been a big part of growing up and therefore they are very sacred to some.  

This is a very interesting piece regarding choice of style, colours and set up. A lot of research                  

and consideration has been put into this work. What William Heinesen wanted to create here was                

a sort of feeling or association that you entered something almost holy and ancient. Heinesen               

decorated the hall as the ancient Egyptians decorated their halls and tombs. The style of the work                 

is quite two-dimensional. No shadows and just plain colours very much resembling his paper              

cuts. All the characters are only seen from the side in the style the ancient Egyptians also used on                   

their wall paintings. The Egyptians used this method of painting because it was an easy way to                 

represent the human body and show its actions. The head was seen in profile, the top half of the                   

body shoulders and chest was seen in the front, while the arms and legs are seen from the side.                   

This was done because then you see more clearly their movement and physical suggestions. This               

was a great way for the Egyptians to tell stories in a very effective way. One can compare it to                    12

how children draw. In such simple pictures we can easily understand what the artist as a                

storyteller is trying to tell. Heinesen did quite literally copy the ancient Egyptian way of drawing                

as we can see on picture with Guðrun. If we look at Guðrun's dress, it has similar triangular                  

shape as the ancient Egyptians drew their clothes and their way of using only plain colour and                 

not using contouring.  

Another strong inspiration for Heinesen must have been "the Bayeux Tapestry". His work             

resembles it both in structure and colour and under each picture there is a phrase from the story,                  

just like on the Bayeux Tapestry. The Bayeux Tapestry uses also the basic technique that ancient                

Egyptians used. You see everything on the side and everything is two-dimensional. Heinesen has              

for instance taken the ship from the Bayeux Tapestry. Both its shape and colours. The Egyptian                

use of colours are stronger and brighter than what Heinesen has used. Heinesen has used the                

colour pallet from the Bayeux Tapestry. One can imagine that Heinesen chose these colours              

instead of the Egyptian because it fitted better the Faroese scenery and mood.  

12  E.H. Gombrich, The Story of Art,  (Oxford: Phaidon, 1989), p. 135. 
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Looking at Heinesen´s whales and sea-monsters we can assume there are some old Nordic              

influences in the way these monsters are painted. If we compare it with the dragon heads that                 

were on the Viking ships, we can see some strong similarities.  

Though Heinesen has taken very strong inspiration from the ancient Egyptians and the Bayeux              

Tapestry and sometimes even directly copied imagery, this is truly a very original and strong               

piece of art and an original way to tell a Faroese ballad. These five pieces combine three                 

different cultures and make a very original artwork, truly a work of its own. What Heinesen has                 

managed is to make a Faroese legend as grand as the ancient tombs and halls and leave you                  

overwhelmed by their size and grandeur, which makes this hall a truly important piece in Faroese                

art and history and, as some would call it, a national treasure.  

This piece of art has influenced many Faroese artists since especially regarding illustrating             

Faroese or Nordic mythology, for example Anker Eli Petersen. 

 

My Background and Cause of Inspiration 

 

Growing up in the Faroe Islands in the 80’s and 90’s in a small conservative society was very                  

difficult. I consider myself as a very unhappy child feeling restricted by gender roles and society.                

I was not allowed to be myself and looking at my upbringing in hindsight I see that I used                   

escapism as a form of survival. I used to watch Disney movies and old Hollywood movies with                 

glamorous stars and look at the pictures in fairy tale books and dream myself away from reality.                 

These movies and pictures had such a strong effect that still today they work as a form of                  

comfort and escape. In later years I found a great interest in music and film. This again opened a                   

big world for me: The ability to connect music, stories and pictures. For me this is an art form                   

that combines all the arts that I liked in a perfect marriage.  

Regarding style I have always been working a lot with watercolours and in recent years found a                 

great love in printing. Strangely, I have always been drawn to the aesthetics of the Scandinavian                

art works from early 20th century and it’s not until recent years I have found the true roots of my                    
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inspirations. Same inspirations as the art nouveau artists had, Japanese woodcuts. A very frail              

artform that still has strong contrasts in the line out.  

Throughout my career as an artist I can see that storytelling is a very important factor for me.                  

And the subject of death has always played an important role. The fact of a definite ending - the                   

important reminder that we are only guests in this world. My attraction to melancholy is of                

course natural considering my upbringing and desire to escape to fairytales, kvæðir, folklore etc.              

But when I do not “escape” I often work with the theme of loneliness. This is also a big part of                     

me and the society I come from. Even though coming from a small society - loneliness is a big                   

issue for many. Everybody knowing each others business and a lot of people struggling alone               

with issues that maybe seem too embarrassing or shameful to share. These are two big contrasts                

in my art: Despair and loneliness versus Magic and adventure. Perhaps this is something not only                

I am doing but what a lot of Faroese people are doing as well. Escaping their lonely and                  

monotonous life to meet and sing ballads to escape into a world of magic and elves.  

 

My own work with Faroese folklore 

 

I have worked a great deal with Faroese myth and folklore because as said before it is a very                   

untouched area and it is sort of a blank space in Faroese art ready to be filled out. There is no                     

modern compilation of these myths and stories nor is there any modern interpretation of these               

works. They are very much scattered and some only exist in Danish books written by old                

scholars who have collected the stories.  

The Faroese Ballads interest me especially because they are very well written and are still sung                

today. Other Nordic versions of the same ballads with similar storyline are often just fragments               

of the stories, or are different versions just put together from different sources and therefore often                

don't make much sense. In the Faroe Islands the tradition of singing the ballads is very much still                  

alive and Faroese versions of the ballads are much more whole and compact. This might be                

because “kvæðir” are only still sung in the Faroe Islands and it keeps the language and content                 

refreshed.  
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One thing that I find as almost a mission is that these ballads and stories have not been illustrated                   

and in almost every case I am the first artist to do so. As an artist one wonders often what                    

difference one can make and what he/she can contribute to the world, and I find that this is one                   

thing I can do; draw down the Faroese Folklore.  

My piece Ólavur Riddararós 

 

My own piece depicting a Faroese ballad is Ólavur Riddararós . It is the last picture out of three.                  

It's a Faroese ballad that is also found in Iceland, Norway and Denmark but most defined, well                 

formulated, constructed and visual in Faroese. The ballad is about a Knight who goes riding with                

his horse the day before his wedding. On his journey he comes to a elven house where the elfin                   

queen comes out to welcome him. He tells her that he can not stay because he is to marry the day                     

after. The elfin queen becomes jealous and gives him two choices. Either lie sick for seven years                 

or death. He chooses death. She gives him a poisonous drink and he dies the night before his                  

wedding. His fiancée commits suicide and his mother dies of grief. This ballad is very dramatic                

and visual. Full of drama, sex, eroticism, power, adultery, jealousy and deceit. I have done a lot                 

of versions of this ballade, both prints and paintings. My plan is to make three big aquarelle                 

pictures telling the story and weave Faroese symbols into it. As the story line I will depict the                  

most important moments in the story and illustrate them.  

After looking at a lot of illustrations by Nordic artists I have noticed a red thread. They all seem                   

very inspired by the Art nouveau movement that came in the beginning of the 20th century to                 

Scandinavia. John Bauer especially by the way he outlines his characters by the lack of               

perspective and shadow, the flat areas and strong colour. This all comes from the Japanese wood                

prints and art that had a great influence on western culture in the middle of the 19th century that                   

later developed into Art nouveau (Jugendstil ).  13

I will take this reference into my own work by working with detail. I will make patterns in their                   

clothes inspired by Faroese traditional knitting patterns. I have found old knitting books with old               

Faroese knitting patterns and I will somehow translate them to their clothes in a new way.                

13 Colta Ives, “Japonisme,”The Met , October, 2004, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/jpon/hd_jpon.htm 
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Faroese traditional clothes have a lot of patterns and embroidery of Faroese flowers and is               

usually based on colours found in the Faroese nature. Faroese sweaters have also patterns so I am                 

trying to collect all these sort of patterns and find which one I find most original Faroese and                  

combine them to one pattern that can be used as a "signature". I am also looking into woodwork                  

and works from goldsmiths in the Faroes. During my research of Faroese folk tale illustrations I                

found a colour pallet. I'm going through the Faroese fauna and also the colours in the sea -                  

animals, seaweed and so forth. As said earlier it's important to know who the audience are, and                 

that is children who are still to learn their country´s cultural heritage so it's important to be clear                  

and not too abstract. So my choice in style of the painting is going to be very classical and clear.  

Black and white prints have a strong association to Nordic folklore. Since prints are less costly                

they were a great format to illustrate children's books picturing Nordic myth and folklore. The               

format is often not bigger than an 4A and very seldom in a larger scale meant for books and the                    

home.  

I on the other hand want to make the art piece original and it has to have it’s own voice. As                     

Heinesen used text under his paintings telling what happens in the curtain picture I have chosen                

to do a similar thing, though I wanted the text to have more of a pattern effect and function more                    

as an effect. The format I have chosen is a reference to the old medieval carpets used in castles                   

and churches to get the effect of grandness and history. The round corners of the piece are an                  

indication to the printworld. The colour palette strongly relates to Heinesen´s Regin Smiður . I              

made some research to figure out what time in history this ballad is going on, where we are, and                   

how to try to be as correct historically as possible. I find this task very enjoyable, a mixture of                   

research and archaeology.  

But why are these “kvæðir” so important to me and why do they speak to me? As an artist I                    

consider myself very impulsive and I act upon my feelings and I question myself later. I go with                  

a pure instinct into a project solidly based on emotions. I do not ask myself why I am doing it or                     

for what. It was not until later that I understood why Ólavur Riddararós spoke to me more than                  

other ballads. Ólavur is forced to marry someone he doesn´t love by much pressure of his family                 

(mother) and has to say goodbye to his true love (the elfin queen), whom his mother knows about                  

but dismisses. Ólavur chooses rather to die than live a life untrue to himself and without love.                 
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Because of his choice all his family falls to despair and end their life and his family line ends                   

without an heir.  

As a gay man and coming from a conservative society and background I saw myself as Ólavur. I                  

put on a role that I was not meant to have and didn't know how to act. The role was expected of                      

me by the society and family.  

 

 National Symbols 

 

The use of national symbols has always been a very effective and manipulating way to get                

national attention and possibly one of the most dangerous art forms. There is instant connection               

to these symbols because they represent one´s identity as a person and history, and therefore a                

very sentimental and dangerous thing to play with. People are often very vulnerable regarding              

these symbols for example a country's flag because it represents everything their country (home)              

means to them and it’s values, and one self. Many political parties have used nationalism as a                 

cover up for their xenophobia, racism and bigotry and have gained a lot of followers by using                 

national symbols and values. These symbols were and are still used in extreme Nationalistic              

movements, such as Zionism and Nazism. We see a lot of nationalistic movements around the               14

world using nationalistic symbols (English Defence League, KKK etc.) to protest against what´s             

considered threats to one's national heritage. These movements have not their foundation in love              

for their country, but in fear.  

In the Faroe Islands using nationalistic values and symbols is also often used within politics. The                

Independence Party (Tjóðveldisflokkurin ) uses them effectively but not as hate propaganda: It's a             

party that wants Faroe Islands to be a self-controlled country and preserve Faroese culture,              

heritage and identity separate from Denmark. To preserve old traditions and look back rather              

than forward would some call conservative, but is this what they want? We’re in the age of                 

globalization and Faroe Islands seem quite reluctant to join the rest of the world in the same                 

development, and one can imagine it is because of the fear of losing a culture that is already                  

14 Oliver Zimmer. Nationalism in Europe, 1890-1940 . (London: Palgrave Macmillan. 2003), p. 14. 
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decreasing. The current situation in the Faroe Islands is quite bad when it comes to retaining                

their citizens. Ever since travelling abroad became an easy access people started to move away               

from the islands. A country with little or nothing called universities makes young people seek               

education elsewhere but the problem is that few of them come back especially women. The               

desperation to find a solution for this problem is bigger than ever and sociologist are working                

hard to find solutions for this decline. How to get the young people back to the country to raise                   

Faroese families. In the campaign attempts nationalistic symbols and glorification of our cultural             

heritage is used. “Vit mugu heim at byggja land” (“We must go home to build a country ”) is a                   

phrase often used among Faroese living abroad as though they have an obligation to return home.                

In campaigns by Tórshavnar Kommuna (Tórshavn’s Municipality) you can see the clear use of              

national symbolism. The people in billboards and posters are of young couples with children              

wearing Faroese knitted sweaters in Faroese nature to show “real” Faroese values.  

The use of the Faroese national costume has also increased in the past 20 years. The Faroese                 

national costume is probably one of the strongest symbols for the country. It is almost the same                 

as wearing the flag itself, and therefore very sensitive. There have been many designers that have                

experimented and tried to modernize the costume. Artists have played with it’s sacredness             

because it has almost been blasphemy to even make a slight change to it. Many have played with                  

more sexy and daring set-ups in pin up style. A stripper even stripped in the costume and this                  

was scandalous headline news.  

 

Edward Fuglø and his work and criticism of Faroese national Romanticism  

 

Edward Fuglø (1965) is an artist and illustrator who works with the Faroese identity and national                

symbols. Through his art he asks what it means to be Faroese and often showing the hypocrisy of                  

the Faroese people. His series “Danorama” is a criticism of Faroese national pride showing              

Danish national symbols like their flag, the statue of the little mermaid, a Royal Copenhagen               

cup, Runde Tårn in front of a Faroese backdrop. In the corner are Faroese birds in suits with the                   

Faroese flag on their ties. The contrast is that the Danish symbols are all manmade products or                 
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art compared to the Faroese symbols that are only of Faroese nature. What Fuglø is criticising                

here is a Danish invasion that has corrupted Faroese values and culture and replaced them with                

Danish and put it in front of what is real and natural to us. He has used the free and wild Faroese                      

bird as a symbol for the people who have just put on a suite to look like the Dane.  

Edvard Fuglø´s collage Nation Building is another good example of the Faroe Islands´ double              

standard regarding nationalistic pride. This piece is a collage made of food packaging depicting              

the Faroese flag. The irony of this piece is that all the products are foreign yet they are portraying                   

the Faroese flag as a symbol for Faroese identity. We’re a very proud country and proud of what                  

is “Faroese” but this piece makes us think who and what are the Faroe Islands and what are                  

Faroe Islands actually build on? Why so proud when so little in our modern day is actually made                  

and created in Faroe Islands.  

Fuglø has another piece called The Seagull has Landed which is a painting of a moon landing                 

just with Faroese astronauts planting the Faroese flag on the moon and behind them are other                

astronauts dancing a Faroese chain dance. Instead of the Eagle ,which was the spaceship that took               

the Americans to the moon, Edward Fulgø names it Seagull which is probably the most common                

bird in the Faroe Islands. The seagull is a bird Faroese people do not see much beauty, elegance                  

and pride in but rather as a scavenger and sort of a rat with wings. Yet the seagull would be the                     

bird that would make most sense to be our national bird because it’s the most common bird on                  

the islands. This is a humoristic comment from the artist about how desperate Faroese people are                

pretending that we are something we really aren't and want to be seen and compared to the big                  

countries in the world. Faroese people have some delusional ideas about themselves: that we can               

conquer even the moon and do not regard ourselves as the common “seagull” we really are.  

There are many other Faroese artists that use nationalistic symbols as the flag or the national                

costume for example in comic strips to represent something that is stuck in the past and                

conservative. 
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Conclusion 

 

What is a national treasure? The Oxford Dictionary says: “ An artefact, institution, or public              

figure regarded as being emblematic of a nation's cultural heritage or identity”. Barbara             

Hoffman defines it as an “artistic, historical or archaeological heritage ” of a country and if sold                

it has to stay within the country.  But is it possible to produce such an item?  15

The question has several factors such as the size of the country and the amount of history and                  

artists it produces. To find an example of such a production we do not have to look further than                   

to Iceland. In the late 19th century the Icelandic nationalistic movement felt they needed to make                

their identity stronger under the dominance of Denmark. A lot was done to produce “culture” as                

there was not much existing visually. Artist Sigurður Guðmundsson was commissioned to            

produce and design a costume by using inspiration from other Nordic traditional costumes and              

it´s used today as the Icelanders´ “traditional” costume.  16

The Faroe Islands is still a country under development and Faroese visual art is not well defined.                 

If we discuss what might be seen as “Faroese” visually the only true characteristic of Faroese art                 

is a certain Faroese colour palette used by almost every Faroese artist, especially by the               

landscape painters.  

The Faroese so called “roots” are very young which is why there is not much to work on, but                   

Faroese people do their best in their power to preserve what is, for example the language. The                 

lack of a clear visual identity results in that everything we call Faroese today can almost seem                 

manufactured. In every aspect Faroe Islands is trying to revive their culture in food, art, language                

and also making a new one. This would not happen without the Danish composition, an effect of                 

a postcolonial society that has still a “little brother” complex with Denmark. The feeling of               

someone being superior to oneself creates a need to rebel and prove that one is capable to be                  

15 Barbara T. Hoffman, Art and Cultural Heritage: Law, Policy and Practice  (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006)  192. 
 
16 “Sigurður Guðmundsson málari,” Land og Saga , accessed December 15, 2016, 
https://landogsaga.is/section.php?id=4222&id_art=4437. 
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independent. Edvard Fuglø’s criticism of Faroese nationalism with the Danish symbols with a             

Faroese backdrop did not make him unpopular amongst the people but rather sparked more the               

feeling for independence so the Danish symbols would get out of the picture. 

William Heinesen´s art piece might be regarded as a national treasure. We might discuss whether               

it´s emblematic of the Faroese identity, but it certainly would evoke an outcry if it would be sold                  

to a foreign country.  

The Icelandic national costume is a proof that a national treasure can be produced given the right                 

timing and symbolism. In my own work to create such a product I have succeeded surprisingly                

well by using the right elements and associations that will give people the belief that it’s                

“traditional” and something that belongs to them. It just shows the continuing need for these sort                

of works and people take it to them without question as though it was something personal and                 

important. To see the effect it has on people just proves to me the enormous impact it has on                   

people and also how dangerous it can be in the wrong hands. On the harmless end of the scale it                    

can be used to evoke a sense of romantic and nationalistic idea of brotherhood and patriotism to                 

for instance lure people back home to the islands. On the more objectionable and possibly               

dangerous end it can be used in the propaganda machinery of some extremist movement.  

Art and illustrations of Norse mythology and folklore has almost become a thing that only has                

interest of the tourists and has almost become an artform people relate to tourist shops and                

souvenirs. Somehow nationalistic art is naive and on the verge of being pathetic. This is also the                 

reason why artists like Edward Fuglø deliberately uses the style. He criticises the society but at                

the same time acknowledges the huge psychological effect nationalistic art has on people.             

Nevertheless, to a small country as the Faroe Islands with a very fragile identity this artform is                 

very important as it was for Norwegians during Kittelsens time and later.  

The nationalistic and romantic art depicting folklore in the Faroe Islands is harmless and maybe               

even good and encouraging. The results I have seen on my own artworks has been very moving                 

and powerful and if I am able to help to create a sense of identity and belonging, I would be                    

proud.  
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Edward Burne-Jones The frontpiece from the The Wood Beyond the World by William Morris. 1894
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Nazi SS officer with Nordic Runes Nordic Runes used by the Nazis

SS Nazi propaganda poster 1943 Nazi propaganda poster 1940
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Anker Eli Petersen Loki 1999

Anker Eli Petersen. Føroyar kristin í 1000 ár. 2000Anker Eli Petersen. Sævarmaður. 1998.

Anker Eli Petersen. Brynhild and Budli. 1998.
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Elinborg Lutzen Picture from a Fairtale 1973

Elinborg Lutzen The King’s Son who was Affraid of Girls 1972
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Two Dragon Heads from Viking LongShip Prow 8th century CE. Oseberg, Norway

William Heinesen. Regin Smiður - Guðrun goes to the grass green garden chanting wicked sorcery wafting 
figers with gold rings laden she sends her malice to sea. 1956
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William Heinesen. Regin Smiður - He saw stand befroe him an entire crowd. 1956

William Heinesen. Regin Smiður - Sigurd trusted Grani saddles he needs not even his reins his steed he as 
easily straddles as oars plough watery plains. 1956
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William Heinesen. Regin Smiður - He was told by the wild birds, in the mighty oak. 1956

William Heinesen. Regin Smiður - Golden chains draped her shoulders. She dragged pearls across the ground. 
1956
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Book of the Dead. 1345 BCE 

Wall Painting of Temple of Beit El-Wali (1550 B.C. to 1069 B.C.) 
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Bayeux Tapestry: Horses being shipped to England by Normans prior to their invasion, 11th century. 

Bayeux Tapestry: The initial attack by Norman cavalry on Saxon forces, 11th century. 
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Heiðrikur á Heygum. Kópakonan (The Seal Woman). 2016

Heiðrikur á Heygum. Harpuríma. 2016
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Faroese knitting patterns.

Faroese knitting patterns.

Faroese garter (for man's stocking).
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The Faroese womens’ national costume. Here is an example of a new pattern. The Faroese womens’ national costume in green. 

Faroese cutlery by Hans B Arge 1950
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The Faroese womens’ national costume. 

People dancing chain dance with the Faroese national costume.
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Ólavur Riddararós 
Heiðrikur á Heygum
2016. Aquarell/ Acryl (3/3)
(1,50x3,45)

Vers 36. -37:
“Har komu av tí bú,
líkini trý, tey vóru so prúð.
Tað fyrsta var Ólav, tað annað hans 
vív,
tað triðja hans móðir, hon læt sítt lív.”

Vers 36 -37:
“There from that house came
three corpses; they were so great.
The first was Ólavur, the second his 
wife.
The third his mother; she took her 
life.”

Ólavur Riddararós is a Faroese ballad 
(Kvæði) first time written down in 
1824, but originates from the 14th 
century. Similar versions of the ballad 
are found around the Nordic 
countries, but the Faroese version is 
said to be the most intact and is still 
sung to this day.
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Picture from the exibition at LHÍ 2016.
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Edward Fuglø. Fuglar og so villini djór tey vóru henni kunn, úr Sjúrðarkvæðinum. 2012.

Edward Fulgø. The Young, The Gorgeous And The Stupidful. 2008.
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Edward Fuglø. The Seagull has Landed. 2012

Edward Fuglø. Nation Building. 2012
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Edward Fuglø. Danorama. 2006

Ólavur Riddararós 
Heiðrikur á Heygum
2016. Aquarell/ Acryl (3/3)
(1,50x3,45)

Vers 36. -37:
“Har komu av tí bú,
líkini trý, tey vóru so prúð.
Tað fyrsta var Ólav, tað annað hans 
vív,
tað triðja hans móðir, hon læt sítt lív.”

Vers 36 -37:
“There from that house came
three corpses; they were so great.
The first was Ólavur, the second his 
wife.
The third his mother; she took her 
life.”

Ólavur Riddararós is a Faroese ballad 
(Kvæði) first time written down in 
1824, but originates from the 14th 
century. Similar versions of the ballad 
are found around the Nordic 
countries, but the Faroese version is 
said to be the most intact and is still 
sung to this day.
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Kristina Háfoss from Tjóðveldisflokkurin wearing 
a knittet sweater of the Faroese flag.

Høgni Hoydal wearing a Faroese sweater in Danish Parliament. 
Danish Parliament normally requires a suite as dress code.

Kristina Háfoss wearing a traditional knittet 
sweater in front of a Faroese traditional building.

Annita Fríðriksmørk wearing a traditional knittet 
sweater in Faroese Parliament.

Erotic dancer Victoria Wild stripping with the traditional Faroese costume.
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